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Abstract

In response to recent needs of biologists, we lay the foundations for a real-time stereo vision-based
system for monitoring flying honeybees in three dimensions at the beehive entrance. Tracking bees is
a challenging task as they are numerous, small, and fast-moving targets with chaotic motion. Contrary
to current state-of-the-art approaches, we propose to tackle the problem in 3D space. We present a
stereo vision-based system that is able to detect bees at the beehive entrance and is sufficiently reli-
able for tracking. Furthermore, we propose a detect-before-track approach that employs two innovat-
ing methods: hybrid segmentation using both intensity and depth images, and tuned 3D multi-target
tracking based on the Kalman filter and Global Nearest Neighbor. Tests on robust ground truths for
segmentation and tracking have shown that our segmentation and tracking methods clearly outperform
standard 2D approaches.
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1 Introduction

There is currently much debate about pesticides and risk assessment procedures. It has been demon-
strated that the cumulative effect of pesticides, even at doses below the detectable threshold, weakens
bees and causes significant mortality in the colony [1]. Indeed, beekeepers regularly observe bees with
abnormal behaviors at the beehive entrance. As far as we know, no quantification or qualification of
these abnormal behaviors has been attempted, possibly due to technical difficulties. In this context, it
has become urgent to develop new approaches for phytosanitary product evaluation based on measurable
indicators [2].

Thus, in order to meet the needs of biologists, it is essential to collect data on bees at different levels:
numbers of bees, trajectories, and behaviors. When done manually with videos, the process is time-
consuming and suffers from a lack of precision due to human error. We believe that computer vision can
effectively achieve these tasks with accuracy.



This work was performed in the context of the environment monitoring platform schematized in Fig-
ure 1. The main purpose of this platform is to compare and contrast environmental data and to make
them available to biologists. A bee counter based on computer vision was introduced in [3]; it was the
first module to be included in the platform. The system described in this current paper corresponds to a
module that is under development. Section 6 indicates potential extensions to the platform that could be
implemented in the future such as a behavior analysis module.

Figure 1: Environmental monitoring platform. Environmental monitoring platform sharing
information with different modules. This ongoing work is undertaken in the context of the beehive
monitoring system module currently under development.

Monitoring bees automatically in an uncontrolled outdoor environment involves a lot of constraints.
Working in completely natural conditions raises problems such as sudden changes in light and back-
ground soiling. However, the main problem is the nature of the target. Bees are small and fast-moving
targets, and their motion may be chaotic. There is often a lot of activity around the flight board, in front
of the beehive, which results in a lot of occlusions. Given the real-time acquisition constraint of our
application regarding the amount of data that has to be processed, a simple and efficient approach was
required.

1.1 Related work

Automated honeybee counters were the first technically feasible application to be introduced. Over the
last 40 years, different approaches have been explored: mechanical counters [4], less intrusive infrared
sensors [5], individual identification by radio frequency identification [6], and more recently, video-
based counters with [7] and without identification [3]. In [7], tagged honeybees were detected using a
circular Hough transform, and tag characters were recognized using a support vector machine.

The development of increasingly powerful computers has led to a growing interest among biologists
in applications based on computer vision. The papers discussed below used trajectometry based on
videos. The whole tracking process can be split into three parts which are presented separately below:
segmentation, tracking, and behavior analysis.

1.1.1 Detection

For target detection, several methods have been proposed. Detect-before-track approaches are generally
based on a segmentation process. Potential targets are associated with existing or new tracks using an
assignment method. Many studies based on this approach used a background subtraction of varying
sophistication (e.g., [8-10]). In [9], potential false alarms were filtered using a shape (ellipsis-based)
matching process. In contrast, other methods do not require any background subtraction. The authors
of [11] detected bees using the well-known Viola-Jones method [12], and the authors of [13] introduced



an approach based on vector quantization, which is able to detect individual bees among hundreds
of walking bees. In [14], flying bats were detected taking advantage of multiple cameras by directly
applying a direct linear transform. In the case of track-before-detect approaches, the position of each
target is first estimated, and the probability that the estimation corresponds to a potential target drives
the next estimation. For this kind of approach, a likelihood function based on appearance models (e.g.,
a precomputed ‘eigenbee’ in [15] or an adaptive appearance model in [16,17]) is used.

1.1.2 Tracking

Many methods have been proposed for tracking. When following only a clearly detected target moving
along a simple trajectory, approaches such as those used in [10] and [18] (nearest neighbor or mean
shift) may be sufficient. However, tracking multiple targets involves assignment problems because of
miss detections and false alarms. The authors of [8,9] used Global Nearest Neighbor (GNN) for track
assignment, instantiation, and destruction. In [14], the authors tracked multiple flying targets using
a Multiple Hypothesis Tracker (MHT). In contrast to GNN, MHT considers different hypotheses for
the assignment decision process. In [15-17,19], a non-linear motion model was considered for their
targets and they based their tracking on a particle filter [20], which corresponds to a track-before-detect
approach. In [19], the authors introduced an MRF-augmented particle filter for multiple targets at a
reasonable computational cost. This contrasts with the three other methods used in [15-17] which are
less suitable when working on multiple interacting targets.

1.1.3 Behavior

Few studies have looked at behavior analysis based on trajectories. In [21], supervised k-means clus-
tering was used to detect low-level motion patterns from tracks, and then a hidden Markov model was
employed to identify high-level behaviors from the patterns. The authors of [16] and [9] went further,
improving tracking by adapting the motion model driven by the detected behavior.

The results presented in different papers are difficult to interpret because no common ground truth was
used to make objective comparisons. Also, significant parameters such as the observation frequency
or the lighting conditions vary considerably from one application to another. Table 1 summarizes the
applications and their characteristics. The Loc/obs column indicates whether the targets move on a plane
(2D) or in space (3D) and whether tracking recovers the trajectory in 2D or 3D. The Cam/fps column
indicates the number of cameras used simultaneously and the frequency of acquisition. Finally, Table 1
shows that when dealing with many flying targets in natural conditions, there is only a limited range of
applications, suggesting that new methods should be explored.



Table 1: Papers related to insect tracking

Reference Targets Loc/obs Cam/fps Detection/likehood method Tracking method
[8] <15 ants 2D/2D 1/30 ABS Basic GNN
[19] <20 ants 2D/2D 1/30 Appearance model MRF-augmented FP
[15] 1 bee* 2D/2D 1/15 Eigenbee (PCA) PF
[16] 1 bee* 2D/2D 1/15 Adaptive appearance model

(e.g., color image)
PF supported by a be-
havior model

[17] 1 bee* 2D/2D 1/15 Weighted adaptive appearance
model (e.g., color image)

Idem + geometric con-
straints

[13] <100 bees 2D/2D 1/30 Vector quantization (VQ) Overlapping ellipse
[18] <100 bees 2D/2D 1/14 Tag detection (method not men-

tioned)
Mean shift

[11] 1 bee 2D/2D 1/? Viola-Jones detector Combined NN classifi-
cation of BOF

[9] n bees 3D/2D 1/30 ABS + ellipse matching Basic GNN
[10] 1 bee 3D/2D 1/24 ABS NN
[14] <100 bats 3D/3D 3 IR/125 Direct linear transform MHT
Our <25 bees 3D/3D 2/60 Hybrid intensity/depth segmen-

tation
GNN and 3D
(re)projection

Summary of recent papers related to insect and animal tracking. NN, near neighbor; BOF, bag of feature; ABS, adaptive
background subtraction; PF, particle filter; KF, Kalman filter; GNN, Global Near Neighbor; IR, infrared; PCA, principal
component analysis; MHT, multi-hypothesis tracker. *Not explicitly mentioned in the paper but possibly extensible to several
targets.

1.2 Contributions

This paper contributes to the field by demonstrating the feasibility of the system. Section 1.1 clearly
summarizes the insect detection and tracking applications that have been developed in recent years. It
would appear that stereo vision has never been used for close-range tracking of small flying targets. As a
first and general contribution, we demonstrate that honeybees in flight can be tracked in 3D using a stereo
vision camera, and we describe in detail a suitable acquisition system for our application (illustrated in
Figure 2).

Figure 2: Stereo vision camera. A stereo vision camera capturing the entry of a beehive including
the entire flight board.

Moreover, we provide a complete detect-before-track chain suitable for small and fast flying targets in



3D. Our contribution here is twofold. First, we propose a hybrid segmentation method based on both
depth and intensity images that works in completely natural conditions. The evaluation of the segmen-
tation method is shown in Section 5.1 and relies on an accurate and robust ground truth. Secondly, we
introduce a robust real-time 3D tracking method based on the Kalman filter for motion estimation and
GNN for observation in order to track assignments. The latter contribution focuses on a reprojection
mechanism, which allows the tracker to maintain a track in 3D with only 2D observations during a tem-
porary period before new 3D observations are received. As an example, Figure 3 shows tracks recovered
by our detect-before-track system.

Figure 3: Example of bee tracks. Example of bee tracks shown on a 2D top view (left image)
and a 3D view (right image). In the 3D view, the flight board is represented by a mesh.

1.3 Plan

This paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 details the constraints of the application and presents
a suitable stereo vision acquisition system. Section 3 introduces our hybrid intensity depth segmenta-
tion, a hybrid segmentation method based on both depth and intensity images. Then, Section 4 details an
approach based on the Kalman filter and GNN to track multiple targets in 3D. Section 5 shows the track-
ing and segmentation results, which rely on an appropriate ground truth. Finally, Section 6 concludes
our work and opens promising perspectives for tracking and behavioral analysis.

2 Acquisition system

In this section we will present the constraints related to our application before summarizing the suitable
3D sensors that were available on the market in 2012. Finally, we will focus on our stereo vision system
and detail its configuration.

2.1 Application constraints

Several constraints had to be taken into account in the choice of the 3D camera such as the number,
the size and the dynamics of the targets, the lighting conditions and the background. Each constraint is
outlined below:

Number. Figure 4 shows strong bee activity in front of the beehive. The bee counter [3] showed that bee
arrivals and departures can occur in significant waves. The greater the number of bees present simulta-
neously in the surveillance space, the more spatial occlusions (bees completely or partially overlapping
others) occurred.



Figure 4: Intensity image of the beehive entrance. Beehive entrance captured by a stereo
camera. The annotations (shapes on the intensity images) were based on manual observation of the
motion (comparing sequential images) and the information provided by both the intensity and the
disparity images. Here we distinguish 19 flying bees (red triangles), 7 walking bees (blue circles),
and 6 bee shadows (green squares).

Size. To ensure accurate counting, the camera needs to capture the entire 50-cm-wide board from where
bees enter and leave the hive. Adult bees measure on average 12 mm× 6 mm, so to detect them on the
flight board, we set a limit of 8 pixels per bee on the images. Thus, Xres = (8 pixels/0.6 cm)×50 cm =
667 pixels is the minimum horizontal resolution which satisfies this small target size constraint.

Dynamic. Bee motion is highly unpredictable. They can fly at a speed of 8 m/s, so they can cross
the entire flight board and only be captured on one or two images with a conventional 24-fps sensor.
Even when mostly slower bees are observed around the beehive, a high-frequency capturing system is
recommended. Besides, an average exposure time results in blurring due to wing movement, although
this is not important in our application.

Light. The acquisitions were performed outdoors, so the lighting conditions are almost impossible to
control. Images can contain more bee shadows than bees themselves. Moreover, it is worth noting that
sunlight interferes with 3D sensor technologies such as infrared grid projection/sensors (e.g., Microsoft
Kinect).

Background. The authors of [9] segmented bees from a white flight board, which would appear to
be optimal. However in most cases, the flight board gradually becomes soiled. Our application was
therefore designed to work on a textured flight board (e.g. due to dirt), which could even acquire a color
similar to that of bees after a while.

Given the constraints mentioned above, we believe that in view of the high occlusion rate and the chaotic
dynamics of the targets, additional data (third dimension) is required to ensure robust detection and
tracking of the targets.



2.2 Candidate 3D sensors

We focused our attention on two kinds of 3D sensors (also called 2.5D sensors): time of flight (TOF)
and stereo vision cameras. In contrast to homemade multiple camera systems [22], built-in 3D cameras
do not require any calibration and directly provide gray (or RGB) and the corresponding depth images
(also called disparity maps for stereo vision). As we will focus on stereo vision systems, additional
information on TOF cameras can be found in [23].

Concerning TOF cameras, the device specifications and especially the resolutions presented in Table 2
are too low for our application since the requirement that a bee must be represented by 8 pixels is
not satisfied. Nevertheless, the high frame rate of the CamBoard Nano was an interesting feature as
capturing a fast moving object at a speed of 90 fps would reduce tracking failures. In this case, given the
low resolution, we could focus on a smaller part of the flight board to get enough pixels to detect a bee.
Finally, for stereo vision cameras, we chose the G3 EV camera that seemed to satisfy the constraints
with small and fast-moving targets.

Table 2: Comparison of camera specifications

Camera Specification Manufacturer
Bumblebee 2 Stereo, 640× 480 pixels, 48 fps Point Grey Research (Richmond, Canada)
G3 EV Stereo, 752× 480 pixels, 50 fps TYZX (Menlo Park, USA)
SVC Stereo, 752× 480 pixels, 30 fps Focus Robotics (Hudson, USA)
CamBoard nano TOF, 160× 120 pixels, 90 fps Pmdtec (Dresden, Germany)
D70 TOF, 160× 120 pixels, 50 fps Fotonic (Stockholm, Sweden)
SR4000 TOF, 176× 144 pixels, 50 fps MESA Imaging (Zurich, Switzerland)
Comparison of six camera specifications (resolution and frame rate) available from the main producers of TOF and stereo
vision systems in 2012.

Figure 5 shows intensity images and depth maps acquired by the G3 EV and CamBoard Nano cameras.
Image (a) is a clear RGB image while image (b) is an intensity map that is limited by the amount
of light received by the sensor. The depth map (a) was well computed on highly textured areas. In
reasonable conditions (targets closer than 50 cm from the camera and moving at an average speed), bee
textures were efficiently captured, and consequently, a good pair matching was achieved between left
and right images. The close detection range of 2 m of (b) filtered the main part of the background but
not the flight board, which constitutes a significant difficulty. Moreover, the capture of depth for white
or reflecting objects was not satisfactory. In addition, targets moving far from the center tended not to
be clearly captured by the sensor. Finally, stereo cameras have a lower frame rate than TOF cameras
due to the complexity of depth map computation. However, the G3 EV still reaches 50 fps thanks to
an embedded processors unit. In conclusion, Table 3 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of both
cameras tested and evaluated relative to our application constraints. From this evaluation, the G3 EV
stereo camera seems to offer the best compromise for capturing high-resolution images and depth maps
at an acceptable frequency.

2.3 Stereo camera configuration

We chose a small baseline which makes the depth maps more accurate for close-range applications.
Then, depending on the lenses available from the constructor, the best solution maximizing the tracking
area is given by

arg max
α

a(α) =
(f/2)2

tan(α/2)
(1)

with f being the flight board width and α the lens horizontal field of view (HFOV). An adequate de-



Figure 5: Images captured by two different RGB-D cameras. (a) Stereo vision and (b) TOF.
Images (top row) and depth maps (bottom row) of a sample bee captured by the G3 EV (stereo
vision) and CamBoard Nano (TOF) cameras.

Table 3: Comparison of capture with a TOF and a stereo vision camera

CamBoard Nano G3 EV
Frame rate +++ ++
Resolution + +++
Small target detection +++ +++
Fast-moving target detection +++ ++
Depth map accuracy ++ +++
Depth map consistency +++ ++
A comparison of capture with a TOF (CamBoard Nano) and a stereo vision camera (G3 EV) depending on our application
constraints.

tection of bees should be possible given the limitation of having at least 13 pixels per centimeter on the
flight board. The number of pixels per centimeter on the flight board is given by

ppc =
Hres

2h tan
(∝

2

) (2)

with Hres as the horizontal resolution of the camera and h as the distance of the camera from the board.
Finally, the chosen configuration for this application was a 3-cm baseline stereo camera equipped with
62◦ HFOV lenses placed at a height of 50 cm from the flight board. With this configuration, the G3 EV
stereo camera acquires frames at an average frame rate of 47 fps with a variation situated between 25
and 53 fps for a given capture. Figure 6 shows the configuration of the G3 EV stereo camera targeting
the flight board.

3 Hybrid intensity depth segmentation

In this section, we highlight the shortcomings of using only intensity images or disparity images to detect
flying bees at the beehive entrance. Accordingly, we introduce our hybrid intensity depth segmentation



Figure 6: Stereo camera configuration.

(HIDS) method, a hybrid segmentation based on depth and intensity images.

In terms of intensity images, many motion detection methods are based on background modeling. De-
pending on the conditions, simple methods (e.g., approximated median filtering) can perform nearly as
well as more complex techniques (e.g., Gaussian mixture models) [24]. However, most methods based
on intensity images reveal their limits when used under difficult conditions. In our application, intensity
values were strongly affected by recurrent and rapid changes in lighting, shadows, and reflections. When
lowering thresholds for motion detection, the adaptive methods generally tend to include near-static el-
ements in the background too quickly. Even when focusing on small temporal windows, the results are
not satisfying.

Disparities were computed by a stereo pair matching algorithm. The disparity map contains holes (un-
matched areas) for which there is no certainty that they correspond to a target. These holes are caused
by unmatchable textures that are too uniform, too different, or simply outside the disparity range. Un-
der satisfying conditions, flying targets are represented by a peak on the depth map, and under difficult
conditions, they are represented by holes. However, holes do not necessarily indicate the presence of a
target. Figure 7 shows different effects that can be observed on the depth map depending on the situa-
tion. The most common reason for holes is that the part of the background hidden by a flying target is
different depending on the point from which the target is observed, so it becomes unmatchable.

The strength of our segmentation method is that it relies first on the depth map, on which potential
targets (peaks and holes) are detected, and this is then confirmed using the motion calculated from the
corresponding intensity images. Depending on the light, flying bees project shadows onto the flight
board which may be detected as motion on the intensity map. However, it is unlikely that a hole would
be observed on the depth map in an area where there is motion because a detected motion indicates a
significant change in texture. Furthermore, significant changes in texture allow matching for disparity
computation in most cases and do not result in holes. This therefore constitutes the strength of our
method: the combination of both disparity maps and intensity images prevents false detections that are
generally triggered by the shadows of flying bees.

3.1 Flying target detection

Our segmentation method is an extension of standard motion detection methods with adaptive back-
ground modeling. The main improvement is the use of the depth information to drive the adaptation of
the background intensity model.



Figure 7: Different depth map effects. Different depth map effects observed with the G3 EV
camera: (a) left RGB image, (b) right grey image, (c) depth map. The B1 bee (high-speed target) is
not matched between (a) and (b), and this results in the shadow effect to the right on (c). Moreover,
its high elevation from the background produces an additional shadow effect on the left. TheB2 bee
(non-moving target) is correctly matched, but being close to the background, no shadow effect is
observed. The B3 bee (normal-speed target) is half matched and produces a double-shadow effect
for the same reasons as B1.

The stereo camera provides a pair of grayscale images (left and right) and a corresponding disparity map.
Below, It,u,v refers to the intensity of the pixel at time t and position (u, v), while Dt,u,v refers to the
distance from the camera at time t and position (u, v). The objective here is to compute two binarized
masks based on I and D: a determined depth target mask DDTM and an undetermined depth target
maskUDTM . The DDTM represents targets with depth information that may be recovered, and UDTM
represents targets with no direct recoverable depth information.

3.1.1 DDTM

The determined depth target mask DDTM is based on background subtraction between D and the com-
puted depth background image, DBG, (see below):

DDTMt,u,v =

{
1 if Dt,u,v −DBGu,v > ∆d

0 otherwise
(3)

where ∆d is a threshold. A morphological opening is then applied to remove the noise in the depth map
D.

The depth background image DBG is computed over several frames by a non-evolutive temporal me-
dian:

DBGu,v = median{Dt0,u,v, Dt0+∆t,u,v, ..., Dt0+k∆t,u,v}. (4)

Unlike intensities, disparity values are generally stable over time regardless of changes in lighting. A
small jitter effect (few millimeters) is caused by imperfections in intensity image matching, but the
values remain around an average value that corresponds to the real depth. The quality of the depth
background DBG depends on the crowding condition. An increase in the frame number k used in the
median computation and the increase in the time ∆t between two frames improve the robustness of the
depth background computation with respect to passing (flying or walking) targets.

3.1.2 UDTM

In order to compute the UDTM, we first computed an undetermined depth mask UDM, which contained
regions of the depth map D with undetermined depth and excluded regions of the depth background



DBG with undetermined depth. UDM was computed as the intersection of D and DBG:

UDMt,u,v =

{
1 if (Dt,u,v = e) ∩ (DBGu,v = e)

0 otherwise
(5)

where e is the value assigned by the stereo camera to pixels that have an undetermined depth and ∩ is
the logical conjunction operator.

Then, an intensity absolute motion mask IAMM was computed based on the absolute difference be-
tween an intensity background image IBG (see below) and I . A morphological closing was applied to
enlarge potential motion regions and merge them with their close neighbors. IAMM was computed as

IAMMt,u,v =

{
1 if (( | IBGt,u,v − It,u,v | ⊕ S1 	 S2) ∗M) > ∆m,

0 otherwise
(6)

where ⊕ is a dilation using the structuring element S1, 	 is an erosion using the structuring element S2,
∗ is a convolution with the mean filter M , and ∆m is the threshold for binarization. We chose S1 to be
bigger than S2.

Finally, UDTM was computed as the intersection of UDM and IAMM:

UDTMt,u,v = UDMt,u,v ∩ IAMMt,u,v. (7)

The evolutive temporal median intensity background IBG used for the computation of IAMM was
initialized as follows:

IBGt0,u,v = median{It0,u,v, It0+∆t,u,v, ..., It0+k∆t,u,v}. (8)

The intensity relative motion mask IRMM corresponds to the relative motion map. It was computed
by

IRMMt,u,v =

{
1 if ( | It,u,v − It-1,u,v | ◦ S3) > ∆rm
0 otherwise

(9)

where ◦ is a morphological opening using the structuring element S3 to enlarge potential motion regions,
and ∆rm is a threshold for binarization.

The foreground mask FG included all the potential targets except areas that exhibited no motion. FG
was computed as

FGt,u,v = EDDTMt,u,v ∪ (UDTMt,u,v ∩ ¬ (UDTMt,u,v ∩ IRMMt,u,v)) (10)

whereEDDTM was obtained by applying a morphological dilation to DDTM to be sure that the whole
targets were included in FG.

EDDTMt,u,v = DDTMt,u,v ⊕ S4 (11)

FG was used to perform a selective adaptation of IBG as defined by

IBGt+1,u,v = (δ · FGt,u,v) · It,u,v + ((1− δ ) · FGt,u,v) · IBGt,u,v (12)

where δ is the learning rate used for the adaptation.



Figure 8 illustrates the segmentation process described above. Our segmentation works especially well
in outdoor conditions because typically non-uniform textures are present, which is favorable for the
stereo matching algorithm.

Figure 8: Hybrid segmentation process. A hybrid segmentation process based on both intensity
and disparity images. The numbers correspond to the order of the steps.

3.2 Target extraction

The previous step provides two binarized masks, DDTM and UDTM, which represent targets with
recoverable depth information and targets with no direct recoverable depth information, respectively.
The centroid (center of mass) of each region of DDTM and UDTM is associated with a target. Using
DDTM, the depth can be recovered by computing the median value of the depth values corresponding to
the region in the depth map. Moreover, an ellipse is approximated to each region, giving information on
the orientation and the size of the target. Figure 9 shows examples of extracted ellipses for the following
cases: available and unavailable depth for targets over a clear and a cluttered background.

Raw statistics on depths and the size of ellipses was collected in a preliminary segmentation without
constraints. We identified an exploitable relation between the lengths of the major axis of the ellipses
and the depths. This relation appeared to be almost linear at this depth scale, although it cannot be linear
on a bigger scale. Figure 10 shows that, using a polynomial regression, this relation can be approximated
by two functions (mean value µd and standard deviation σd). Thus, we considered that observations from
our segmentation fitted this model. The increase in the distance between an observation and the model
may correspond to a false alarm. The degree of truth that an observation belongs to false alarms is given
by the following membership function:

mFA
d (s) = 1− e

−(s− µd)2

2σ2
d (13)



Figure 9: Four segmented targets. Four segmented targets and corresponding extracted ellipses
for four pairs of intensity and disparity images. Depth is available for pairs (a) and (b), but not for
(c) and (d). Depth is unavailable for (c) and (d) as the target in (c) is far away and too small, and
the target in (d) is too close (out of the disparity range). Contrary to (a) and (c), (b) and (d) are in
cluttered conditions (motion in the background).

where d is the depth and s is the size of the target. Concerning targets without depth information, our
initial idea was to approximate their depth from their size, but we invalidated this idea given the standard
deviation of the models, which was generally quite high.

4 Multi-target tracking in 3D

In this section, we propose an approach based on the Kalman filter [25] and Global Nearest Neighbors
[26] to achieve multi-target tracking in 3D (called 3D-GNN below). Each target was associated to a
Kalman filter, which was used to estimate the trajectory based on incoming observations. Then, GNN
associated uncertain measurements with known tracks.

The trajectory of a target can be estimated by different methods, including the extended Kalman filter
[27] and particle filters [20]. Both are particularly suitable for non-linear systems, and particle filters
belong to the track-before-detect approach. The particle filter (PF) approach was not used in our work
for two reasons: first, it is difficult to obtain a reasonable computation time for multiple targets (up to
18 in our application) and our prototypes had difficulty maintaining tracks for multiple close targets.
Secondly, our segmentation is efficient enough to adopt a detect-before-track approach. Despite the
apparent rough dynamics of bees, we acquired frames at a sufficiently high frequency (about 47 fps) to
allow us to assume a constant speed model. Thus, an approach based on the standard Kalman filter was
suitable for our application.

In terms of data association methods, there are full Bayesian approaches such as the Joint Probabilistic
Data Association (JPDA) filter [28] or the MHT [26]. GNN is a non-Bayesian approach which consists
in computing a maximum likelihood estimate from a possible set of data association solutions. In view
of our challenging dataset (Section 2.1 lists the constraints of our application), we considered that our
HIDS method was reliable enough to provide clear 3D positions for targets among the clutter, which



Figure 10: Size/depth relation of a target. The relation for over 50,000 segmented targets
between the major ellipse axis (size of the target) and the depth. The histogram shows the number
of bees per depth unit. The thin plain curves represent the length of the median axis for the given
target sample. The thick and the dashed curves correspond to the estimated models of the relation
between axis length and depth, and depth standard deviation, respectively.

corresponded to a high signal-to-noise ratio. Table 4 summarizes common tracker complexities accord-
ing to the signal-to-noise ratio. Considering the need for real-time measurements in our application, we
focused our study on GNN. In addition, we also employed MHT to perform comparisons.

Table 4: Tracker complexities

Low SNR Medium SNR High SNR
Low computation GNN GNN GNN
Medium computation MHT GNN or JPDA GNN
High computation FP or MHT MHT Any
Tracker complexities in relation to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) condition.

4.1 Kalman filter model

To ensure coherent tracking in 3D, the model (state and measure vectors) was defined in camera co-
ordinate space (3D Euclidian space) where the reference sensor (the left imager of our stereo camera)
was located at position (0,0,0). The projection of observations from the image coordinate space onto the
camera coordinate space is explained in Section 4.2.

Let Y1:n be a series of observations corresponding to a target from time 1 to n. For a given step k, an
observation is defined by the vector Yk = [x, y, z]T , and the estimated state of a target is defined by the
vectorXk = [x, y, z, ẋ, ẏ, ż]T combining its 3D position and velocity. Figure 11 lays down the recursive
mechanism of the KF for the estimation of the state vector Xk.



Figure 11: Recursive mechanism of the KF. Recursive mechanism of the Kalman filter for the
estimation of X .

4.2 Projection onto a 3D Euclidian space

The segmentation step provides all of the targets with a position (u, v, d), which is expressed in the
image coordinate system, where u and v are the column and the row indexes, respectively, and d is the
computed depth for that point. The measurement model for our KF works in the 3D Euclidian camera
coordinate system, the projection of (u, v, d) from the image onto the camera coordinates (x, y, z), is
given by:

xy
z

 = d


u− cu
fu

v − cv
fv
1

 (14)

with (cu, cy) as the stereo camera calibration parameters, which refer to the pixel coordinates of the
principal point, and (fu, fv) as the focal lengths in pixels along the x- and y-axis, respectively.

4.3 Missing depth management

Given the segmentation method used and the reliance placed on the ability to recover the corresponding
depth, some targets were clearly detectable in 2D (u, v), but the depth could not be recovered or consid-
ered reliable (see Section 3). An observation cannot be projected onto camera coordinate space without
a depth d. Moreover, as mentioned in Section 3.2, the relation between the size of the segmented ellipse
and the depth is not reliable enough to directly infer the depth from the size. To this end, we propose the
following missing depth management method based on estimation and reprojection.

When the depth was missing, the estimated z from the KF was temporally used as d for the projection in
(14). Consequently, a complete observation could be provided for the KF in the update step. However,
in order to avoid degeneration, the number of estimated projections was limited. When the depth infor-
mation became available again for a later observation, a new estimation of the depth was interpolated
(using cubic spline interpolation [29]) over the window during which the depth was missing. Then, be-
cause of the change of z, all the observations associated with the KF over that window were reprojected
using the new z value. Finally, the trajectory was re-estimated using the new reprojected observations
in the KF, starting from the state where d was unavailable. The advantage of this method is that it keeps
estimations as close as possible to the available data. Algorithm 1 illustrates the process.



Algorithm 1: Tracking with reprojection mechanism

while Observation available for a target do
1) Prediction
2) Observation
if z missing then

% Enter in a temporary estimation loop
while Z missing do

a) Projection (using the last predicted z)
b) Update
c) Prediction
d) Observation

end while
Interpolate z from the last and new observed z
Reproject observations with new interpolated z
Reapply the KF with new reprojected observations

end if
3) Projection
4) Update

end while

As mentioned before, a track can be initialized with an unknown depth. In this case, an arbitrary depth
is given to the new KF. Then, when an observation with a known depth is finally associated, all the
previous observations associated with the KF are reprojected using that known depth.

4.4 Multi-target assignment

Our approach is based on GNN, which is detailed in this section. GNN is a widely used method for data
association and has the advantage of having a relatively low degree of complexity (see Table 4). We also
address in this section the MHT, which is used in Section 5 as a basis for comparison with GNN.

4.4.1 Global Nearest Neighbor

GNN is used to handle track instantiations, destructions, and associations with observations. The assign-
ment matrixA[ci,j ] represents all the possible associations and the costs generated by these associations.
A includes the possibility for each observation to be associated with an existing track, not to be asso-
ciated with any track, or to be associated with a new track. ci,j is the cost for the observation i to be
assigned to the possibility j. The best configuration of associations is the solution that minimizes the
total cost, which corresponds to to the given linear assignment problem, which can be solved using, for
example, the Hungarian method: ∑

c2
ij .xij xij ∈ {0 1}∑

i xij = 1
∑

j xij = 1
(15)

The Mahalanobis distance d2 between an observation and track is given by

d2 = (Y −MX+)′S−1(Y −MX+) (16)

S = ME+M ′ + Em (17)

where (Y −MX+) is the innovation, with Y as the measure, M as the measurement matrix, and X+

as the a priori predicted position. S is the prior covariance of innovation with Em as the measure noise



matrix and E+ as the predicted noise covariance matrix. Then, the association cost CAi,j between an
observation and an existing track is given by

CAi,j = CK + CS (18)

CK = ln(
√
|S) |)− N ln(2π) + d2

2
(19)

CS = ln(
PD

1− PD
) (20)

where PD is the probability of the observation to be a true target and N is the dimension of the state
vector (here N = 6). PD = 1 − PFA if the depth of a target is recoverable. PFA is given by the
membership function mFA (13) defined in Section 3. If the depth is not recoverable, a neutral value
(e.g., 0.5) is affected to PD. The respective costs CFA

i,j and CNT
i,j when an observation is found to be a

false alarm or a new track are given by

CFA
i,j = − ln(dC) (21)

CNT
i,j = − ln(dN) (22)

where dC and dN are respectively the false alarm and track apparition density functions relative to the
surveillance space. As an example, dN can be modeled by a map where each position is weighted by
its distance from the closest potential target apparition point.

Finally, the associated observations are processed using the associated Kalman filter, and non-associated
observations become candidates to initiate a new track. A track is destroyed if it is not associated to an
observation three times in succession or if the sum of its historical association costs reaches zero. More
details on GNN are given in [26].

4.4.2 Multiple Hypothesis Tracking

In contrast to GNN, which only maintains the single most likely hypothesis, MHT differs the tracking
in order to consider alternative hypotheses within a limited period of time. The hypotheses are stored in
a decision tree, which grows by one level at each step of the tracking. In order to avoid a combinatory
explosion, a pruning process is applied to keep the tree at a reasonable size. In addition, only a limited
number of best hypotheses are considered at each step (see the Murty algorithm). The score of a hy-
pothesis corresponds to the sum of all the associated costs of tracks belonging to that hypothesis from
the creation of the track. Concerning the association costs, MHT shares a common base with GNN (see
Section 4.4.1). Finally, a fusion mechanism checks and deletes similar tracks, which are likely to follow
the same target. More details on MHT and its implementation are given in [30].

5 Results

This section deals with the evaluation of our HIBS segmentation using a dedicated segmentation ground
truth and, in addition, the evaluation of our 3D-GNN tracking using a second dedicated ground truth.
The establishment of these two ground truths for segmentation and tracking was essential since they
correspond to different constraints and needs, which are detailed below.



5.1 Segmentation evaluation

5.1.1 Segmentation ground truth

The evaluation of our segmentation relies on two indicators: true negatives (miss detections) and false
positives (false alarms). Fully annotated images are required in order to compute these indicators, which
means that every flying bee visible on the images has to be marked manually. This process is time-
consuming and is not necessarily reliable. The sequences used for the evaluation were captured in
natural conditions, and the images often presented ambiguous situations from a human point of view.
To ensure the quality of our segmentation ground truth, we adopted a triple-blind annotating process.
Each of the frames was annotated by three different people. We then chose the following approach to
interpret the multiple annotated data: a target was considered to be real if at least two people marked
it with an ellipse, and an ellipse was considered to belong to a common observation when the center
of one ellipse was included in another. Based on this method, 4.8% of the marked ellipses (45 out of
928 ellipses) were considered to be mistakes due to human error. Although it requires three times more
work, we chose to focus on quality in spite of the quantity. Our segmentation ground truth consists of
500 frames randomly extracted from nine 15-min sequences captured under different conditions (see
Figure 12). The random selection of frames from the nine sequences ensured a complete representation
of the conditions used with our application.

Figure 12: Ground truth images. Images extracted from the nine captures used for the ground
truth (GT). These captures were performed in order to cover a large variety of conditions (activity,
nervosity of the bees, light, reflections, and shadows).

5.1.2 Segmentation results

Table 5 presents our segmentation results and details the acquisition conditions for each capture. First, it
shows that unstable light and intense shadows tended to increase the number of false alarms. Secondly, a
high activity may increase the number of misdetected targets. Table 6 compares our hybrid segmentation



with a segmentation that only uses depth information. All the results shown were obtained from a
comparison between the segmented targets and those annotated in the ground truth. The importance of
using a hybrid segmentation based on intensity and motion is clearly highlighted in Table 6. The depth-
only approach gave rise to just a few false alarms because it detects only stereo pair-matched targets.
Nevertheless, it missed all of the targets that were beyond the matching range, which was nearly 30% in
our case. Our hybrid segmentation recovered more than 95% of the bees annotated in the ground truth,
although it is still hampered by quite a high false alarm rate (19%). Only 10% of the false alarms had
a recoverable depth. False alarms were mostly located in crowded areas, as shown in Figure 13; here,
the flight board was mainly responsible for the false alarms. Constant motion was generated by bee
shadows and walking bees. This motion, which is identified on the intensity image, could potentially
lead to a wrong decision being made during the segmentation process when it corresponds to unknown
depth areas.

Table 5: Detailed segmentation results

Capture Activity Light Shadows Camera TN rate(%) FP rate(%)
Capture 2 ++ VU +++ L 11.02 28.81
Capture 5 + U ++++ L 0.00 27.97
Capture 7 + U +++ L 0.00 17.80
Capture 8 ++ S +++ H 6.78 16.10
Capture 1 ++ S +++ L 1.69 15.25
Capture 4 ++ S +++ L 0.00 9.32
Capture 3 +++ S ++ H 8.47 5.93
Capture 6 ++ VS + H 0.85 3.39
Capture 9 ++ VS + H 0.00 0.00
Segmentation results per capture and acquisition condition. Activity (average number of flying bees per frame): +, less than 1;
++, between 1 and 8; +++, more than 8. Light: VU, very unstable; U, unstable; S, stable; VS, very stable. Shadows, intensity
of shadows. Camera: L, low position; H, 10 cm higher. TN rate, true negative rate; FP rate, false positive rate.

Table 6: Overall segmentation results

Method True negative rate (%) False positive rate (%)
HIDS 4.15 19.54
Depth only 48.09 3.78
Average segmentation results for the nine captures.

Figure 13: Spatial distribution of TN and FP. Normalized maps representing the spatial distri-
bution of (a) undetected targets and (b) false alarms. False alarms were uniformly spread over the
space, in contrast to false alarms, which were mostly located on the flight board.



5.2 Tracking evaluation

5.2.1 Tracking ground truth

The evaluation of our tracking relies on one indicator: track coverage. An exhaustive ground truth of
bee trajectories at the beehive entrance would be extremely difficult to build at the scale of our applica-
tion. We therefore chose to create a semi-simulated ground truth for our tracking evaluation. First, we
manually annotated a base of 80 trajectories in 3D (corresponding to 3,640 positions). These annotated
tracks covered more than 1,000 frames. Despite this large number, annotation was feasible because
the frames were only partially annotated (focusing on one or few tracks only), unlike the segmentation
ground truth that would have required fully annotated frames. We then recreated virtual scenarios by
replicating and time shifting tracks randomly picked from the base of real trajectories. This method of-
fers the advantage of building realistic scenarios while controlling basic parameters such as the number
of targets. False alarms and miss detections were also added to the scenarios based on the amount and
the distributions identified by the evaluation of the segmentation (Section 5.1.2). A large majority of the
false alarms had no recoverable depth, which constituted the major difficulty of our taking in 3D. The
probability of recovering depth on a false alarm was set to 0.1 (given by the segmentation evaluation).
Naturally, occlusions due to targets crossing paths were also taken into account by removing targets that
were known to be hidden from the point of view of the camera. Figure 14 shows the tracking ground
truth and examples of the scenarios generated. Finally, for each observation, we defined the probability
of detection as PD = 1 − mFA

d (S ∼ N (µd, σd)), where mFA is the membership function defined by
(13), µd and σd are the mean and standard deviation functions of d, and d is the depth of the target. To
summarize, the tracking ground truth contained randomly rearranged real 3D tracks of flying bees mov-
ing within the surveillance space. The surveillance space was a 3D pyramid (40×40 cm base, height of
40 cm) located at the beehive entrance.

5.2.2 Tracking results

This section compares the tracking results for GNN and MHT under different conditions (2D and 3D).
GNN is a particular case of MHT that keeps only the best hypothesis for each step. In this section, P
defines the depth of the MHT tree (pruning level), and H is the number of best hypotheses considered
at each node of the tree. A track was considered to be well recovered when the associated observations
matched at least 90% of the original track (the margin of 10% corresponds to the potential delay for
track initialization and destruction). The scenarios were generated with an element of randomness. To
ensure our results were relevant, we ran all of the following experiments on 100 distinct scenarios, which
provided an acceptable stability for the averages.

The details of the basic configuration (when not redefined) used for our evaluation are given below. Miss
detection and false alarm rates were set at 11.0% and 28.8%, respectively, which correspond to the most
difficult sequence found in the segmentation evaluation (capture 2). A similar distribution was seen with
dC, as illustrated in Figure 13. Concerning dN , as the targets do not only appear along the edge of the
surveillance volume but also at the beehive entrance and from below the beehive, a uniform distribution
was considered. In order to highlight our contributions, we ran the following four experiments.

Experiment 1: A comparison in 3D-GNN with more complex trackers (3D-MHTs). As Figure 15 shows,
the computational complexity of MHT increased with the number of targets. Considering the amount
of data that had to be processed and the need for real-time acquisition in our application, we preferred
not to use MHT. Figure 16 shows that, in our application, MHT did not perform much better than GNN,
especially with a large number of targets, which can be explained by the relatively low number of false
alarms and miss detections.



Figure 14: Tracking ground truth. Tracking ground truth and generated scenarios. The 80
manually labeled 3D tracks are shown in (a) where the thick dots correspond to observations with
no recoverable depth. Examples of generated scenarios with 2, 10, and 16 targets are shown in
(b), (c), and (d); black crosses correspond to false alarms, which were similarly distributed, as
illustrated in Figure 13. Ninety percent of false alarms are defined with no depth and are displayed
at z = 250.

Experiment 2: A comparison of trackers taking advantage of the third dimension (3D-GNN and 3D-
MHTs) with trackers relying only on 2D data (2D-GNN and 2D-MHTs). In this experiment, 2D data
were obtained by projecting the 3D data onto a 2D plane. Figure 16 shows the dominance in 2D of
MHTs (2D-MHTs) over GNN (2D-GNN), especially with a restricted number of targets. However, it
also confirms the importance of the third dimension; 3D-GNN provided better results than complex
2D-MHT trackers. Therefore, in the following experiments, we focused only on 3D-GNN.

Experiment 3: A comparison of 3D-GNN with and without the use of the reprojection method. Contrary
to a basic segmentation, our hybrid intensity/depth segmentation also recovered targets with no recov-
erable depth, which then became candidates for reprojection. In this experiment, an attempt was made
to remove all of the targets that were not fully defined in 3D, with the effect that the occurrence of false
alarms was reduced, but this also removed some correct detections. The results shown in Figure 17 con-
firm the need to use targets with no recoverable depth to achieve a complete tracking. It is clear that in
3D the difficulties are related to observations with no depth; however, these observations are needed in
order to consider the corresponding tracks. When using only full 3D defined observations, the increased
number of targets had almost no effect on the performance. Therefore, in our application, the tracking
results were directly driven by the quality of the segmentation.



Figure 15: Tracker complexities. Comparison of computation times for GNN and MHT. Exper-
iments were run on CORE i5 2.4 GHz.

Figure 16: 2D and 3D performance of GNN and MHT. Comparison between the 2D and 3D
approaches of GNN and MHT, where H is the number of hypotheses, and P is the pruning level.
For each number of targets (2 to 18), the results were computed on an average of 100 different
scenarios, i.e., a total of 900 different scenarios.

Experiment 4: Tests of the robustness of 3D-GNN with different probabilities of miss detection (MD)
and false alarm (FA). In addition to the normal conditions, we tested our 3D-GNN when the number
of false alarms and the number of miss detections were doubled. Figure 18 shows that our tracker had
more problems with miss detections than false alarms. This confirms our segmentation strategy, which
offers an optimal MD/FA ratio.



Figure 17: 3D-GNN reprojection performance. Comparison of 3D-GNN with and without the
use of our reprojection method.

Figure 18: 3D-GNN performances under different conditions. Comparison of 3D-GNN under
different conditions of segmentation.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a system designed to acquire and track small, fast-moving targets in 3D.
Our application for tracking honeybees in natural conditions is subject to many constraints (real-time
acquisition, number, size and dynamics of the targets, lighting, and gradual soiling). Accordingly, after
a comparison of potential suitable 3D acquisition systems (time of flight and stereo vision), we chose
the G3 EV stereo vision camera. The advantage of the G3 EV is that it combines a high resolution of
752× 480 pixels with a sufficiently high frame rate of 47 fps, which is sufficient to track bees.

Moreover, we propose a complete detect-before-track chain to track the targets in 3D space. To this



end, we developed a hybrid 3D segmentation method called hybrid intensity depth segmentation. Our
HIBS relies on both depth and intensity images and therefore works in completely natural conditions.
It outperforms the state-of-the-art methods, which mostly use intensity images only. Furthermore, our
HIBS segmentation has the advantage of recovering targets with no recoverable depth, which is essential
for maintaining the corresponding tracks. Our segmentation was evaluated by relying on a robust ground
truth. The triple annotation process revealed that 4.8% of bees were incorrectly marked due to human
error. The evaluation of our segmentation results with respect to the ground truth resulted in 4.15% of
miss detections and 19.54% of false alarms. The false alarms were mainly located in complex areas
such as a crowded flight board.

Each target was associated a the Kalman filter, which was used to estimate the trajectory based on incom-
ing observations. A data association method, either Global Nearest Neighbor or Multiple Hypothesis
Tracking, was employed to associate uncertain measurements to known tracks. In addition, a mecha-
nism of temporary reprojection was used with observations for which depth information was missing.
We based our tracking evaluation on a semi-simulated ground truth that relied on annotated trajectories
in 3D. As expected with any tracker, the efficiency decreased as the number of targets increased. Among
our captured sequences, we identified some situations with up to 18 targets. Even in these conditions,
thanks to our robust HIBS segmentation, GNN provided relatively good results with respect to MHT
and considering its computational complexity. In addition, the use of the third dimension, which is the
strong point of our application, largely compensated for the choice of GNN, which in fine remains a
simple but fast tracker. Moreover, we have shown that when reprojection is not taken into account in the
tracking process, the results are much less satisfying.

In relation to the short-term perspectives, the assignment process is a constraint by gating. Currently,
gating is independent from target location. However, the distance between a target and its predicted
position is not uniformly distributed over 3D space. Bees arriving at the beehive entrance are less prone
to sudden changes of direction or velocity. It would be interesting to add an adapted gating process
depending on the location of the target. A stereo camera provides a partial topology of the scene, so the
3D position of interesting elements (flight board, entrance) could be recovered.

Concerning the longer-term perspectives, biologists are interested in high-level applications such as ab-
normal behavior detection. Such applications include many parameters and require robust models from
which observations can then be compared. In this context, the environmental platform presented in
Section 1 offers encouraging perspectives. Thanks to the modules under development (e.g., air quality
monitors) and existing modules (e.g., counter, weather monitor), information of a different nature could
be compared and used to model behavior. On the one hand, low-level behavior models could focus on
individual bee trajectories, for example, a tracker that takes into consideration environmental parame-
ters to adapt motion models for estimation. On the other hand, more general models could focus on
colony activity such as abnormal colony behavior based on some simple rules (e.g., low activity during
a sunny day). The authors of [31] demonstrated that the composition of agricultural landscapes influ-
ences life history traits of honeybee workers. It would be interesting to find a correlation between their
observations and individual or general behavior detected in the trajectories of bees.
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